Comparative proteomics of the larval and adult stages of the model cestode parasite Mesocestoides corti.
Mesocestoides corti is a widely used model for the study of cestode biology, and its transition from the larval tetrathyridium (TT) stage to the strobilated, adult worm (ST) stage can be induced and followed in vitro. Here, a proteomic approach was used to describe and compare M. corti TT and ST protein repertories. Overall, 571 proteins were identified, 238 proteins in TT samples and 333 proteins in ST samples. Among the identified proteins, 207 proteins were shared by TTs and STs, while 157 were stage-specific, being 31 exclusive from TTs, and 126 from STs. Functional annotation revealed fundamental metabolic differences between the TT and the ST stages. TTs perform functions related mainly to basic metabolism, responsible for growth and vegetative development by asexual reproduction. STs, in contrast, perform a wider range of functions, including macromolecule biosynthetic processes, gene expression and control pathways, which may be associated to its proglottization/segmentation, sexual differentiation and more complex physiology. Furthermore, the generated results provided an extensive list of cestode proteins of interest for functional studies in M. corti. Many of these proteins are novel candidate diagnostic antigens, and/or potential targets for the development of new and more effective antihelminthic drugs. Cestodiases are parasitic diseases with serious impact on human and animal health. Efforts to develop more effective strategies for diagnosis, treatment or control of cestodiases are impaired by the still limited knowledge on many aspects of cestode biology, including the complex developmental processes that occur in the life cycles of these parasites. Mesocestoides corti is a good experimental model to study the transition from the larval to the adult stage, called strobilation, which occur in typical cestode life-cycles. The performed proteomics approach provided large-scale identification and quantification of M. corti proteins. Many stage-specific or differentially expressed proteins were detected in the larval tetrathyridium (TT) stage and in the strobilated, adult worm (ST) stage. Functional comparative analyses of the described protein repertoires shed light on function and processes associated to specific features of both stages, such as less differentiation and asexual reproduction in TTs, and proglottization/segmentation and sexual differentiation in ST. Moreover, many of the identified stage-specific proteins are useful as cestode developmental markers, and are potential targets for development of novel diagnostic methods and therapeutic drugs for cestodiases.